Introduction
Few ideas have endured as long and have proven to be as powerful as that of the nation and the ideology of nationalism save perhaps for religion. The complex and intricately interwoven web of ethnic, religious, linguistic, cultural and territorial markers that make up nationalisms and ideas of the nation are statements about distinction that identify 'self' in opposition to 'other'. In attempting to disentangle the connection between religion and the nation, one is immediately struck by the frequency of which conceptions of the 'nation' as possessing a divine origin or a social destiny, such American Manifest Destiny or the French colonial Mission Civilisatrice arise. The psycho-physical connections between the idea of the nation as elect, the nation as victim, and the nation as a territorial bound entity lies closely at the heart of nationalism, providing the basis for pogroms against enemies within and wars against threats external.
The dark side of nationalism -its aggressive attitude toward the external other and its uncompromising homogenizing claim toward internal minorities -has been the historic price for providing the socio-political space for modern politics.
As a political ideology, one of nationalisms central features is its keen interest in defining and perpetuating the political community as well as its incumbent restrictions of rights to and within territory that come about with defining the 'outsider'. The cultural, linguistic and social organization of the political state has preoccupied much of European intellectual and political history. The binding role of religion as the basis for the political state was increasingly displaced by an imagined common history, culture and language in the shape of the Nation. Nationalism as ideology is however wrought with pitfalls;
Review of European and Russian Affairs vol. 4 issue 2/2008 © RERA 2008 all rights reserved 3 discursive and xenophobic tendencies to see other nations and minorities as physical and biological threats to the life of the nation were quickly developed into enmities by nationalist elites and political projects that aimed at reconstituting or maintaining the nation's political territory in terms of homogeneity. In many senses the past 60 years of European economic and political integration has been a response to the belligerent legacy of nationalism, and 'Europe' as a governance space has come to be a symbolic representation of diversity, accommodation and civic nationalism. Yet, despite these movements, a familiar spectre has returned to haunt Europe: the ideal of ethnic and religious homogeneity as the basis for political community.
Europe has seemingly now entered in a period of intense self-reflection as nationalism ("Nation as State"), religion and territory reemerge as subjects of political discourse. National borders as exclusive demarcations for political communities can no longer simply be taken for granted and essentializing ethnic identities have largely been nationalism. The major contributions the papers in this volume make are to engage with these two concepts and to explore Europe as a set of cultural, economic and religious discourses (Pagden, 2002 ). Europe's identity crisis seemingly hinges on this question.
Europe's self-identity is now confronted by fundamental questions about Europe as a political and social set of meta-narratives. Changing demographics, the eastward expansion, and the potential accession of Turkey raises important questions about the social, and political design of a future Europe: Will Europe be troubled by a clash of civilizations and exclusionary forms of nationalisms or will Europe represent a new, cosmopolitan or post-national form of political and social polity?
